Bonham Sept. 27th

Dear Brother and Sisters,

This will break the long silence between us - the why is I suppose is the fear of other duties, all well, up and going still going to school but Winnie and Albert could not get him to go anywhere Daisy goes to school the rest to the free school. They can't do much more than they did. Uncle E. has sixteen out of scholars. There are over 400 in the public school. Private School nearly all comes for the present. Uncle E. is the largest.
I believe but they cannot from coming. There is a Polly complaint. They are the most part to come—word came that of them worked and a small Fox was at rocking for the tax. I told them the Lynch be worse but P that he were working against them had better not come—that delver. Well an other day—these people would come to me to ask us again. It-her-sister her's written out the advice of any seeking to come since the but-until it against the displacement is over—first wishes of many of our city—over it give who. Munch. But much is it could become any. Patrons running things to suit him. The long wished for rain self-regard of the feeling has come—and the heavy others. He or they same and—it made into friend nearby and a few other Water is beginning to get will not be any one. Scarce is some Sections

pouch here any benefits of Trust you had a good he

time unless they are in ginning and an non-run

line—and work and teaching on smoothly with all

according to the norms of school. I am again with

state board that boring for Murphy the said

them Phillips Laminar Jan 14 92—If nothing

...
I received no news from the last word that Frank White had his arm very badly in Wrentham. That it failed to be amputated at the great rush of our for the fair. The racing was the attraction.

How can I tell you how managed your school here? Scolds all distant.

I am very great for a county fair. None of all Hall affections.

Yours truly,

[Signature]